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Nucleotidyl-transfer reaction catalyzed by DNA poly-
merase is a fundamental enzymatic reaction for DNA
synthesis. Until now, a number of structural and kinetic
studies on DNA polymerases have proposed a two-metal-
ion mechanism of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction. How-
ever, the actual reaction process has never been visual-
ized. Recently, we have followed the nucleotidyl-transfer
reaction process by human DNA polymerase η using
time-resolved protein crystallography. In sequence, two
Mg2+ ions bind to the active site, the nucleophile 3′-OH is
deprotonated, the deoxyribose at the primer end con-
verts from C2′-endo to C3′-endo, and the nucleophile
and the α-phosphate of the substrate dATP approach
each other to form the new bond. In this process, we
observed transient elements, which are a water molecule
to deprotonate the 3′-OH and an additional Mg2+ ion to
stabilize the intermediate state. Particularly, the third
Mg2+ ion observed in this study may be a general feature
of the two-metal-ion mechanism.
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DNA polymerases are widely distributed in living organ-

isms and play an important role in DNA synthesis. Until
now, a number of DNA polymerases have been discovered
and grouped into six different families (A, B, C, D, X and
Y) based on amino acid sequence homologies and structural
studies1,2. These families operate at different stages in DNA
replication. Previous kinetic, mutational and structural stud-
ies have proposed that DNA polymerases share a two-metal-
ion mechanism for the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction3–6.
Recently, we have followed the reaction process of human
DNA polymerase η in the Y-family by time-resolved pro-
tein crystallography, and observed structural changes and
transient elements associated with the reaction7. In this
review, we will describe the background of the reaction
mechanism of DNA polymerase and introduce the results
obtained from our recent research.

DNA polymerase and the reaction mechanism

DNA polymerase incorporates a dNTP complementary to
the templating base and catalyzes the formation of a phos-
phodiester bond between the 3′-OH of the primer strand and
the α phosphorus of the dNTP. In order to understand the
nucleotidyl-transfer reaction, crystal structures of a number
of DNA polymerases from several families have been deter-
mined. As examples, structures of the A-, B-, X- and Y-
family DNA polymerases, which are well-studied, are shown
in Figures 1 and 28–10. In general, the A- and B-family DNA
polymerases are involved in DNA replication during the
cell cycle, and the X-family DNA polymerases have a key
role in DNA repair. The A- and B-family DNA polymerases
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have a right-hand like overall architecture with the palm,
finger and thumb domains, which hold a double-stranded
DNA (Fig. 1a, b). In the X-family DNA polymerases, the
palm domain is not homologous with those of the A- and B-
families, but the overall architecture still resembles a right
hand (Fig. 1c, Domain annotation for the finger and thumb
domains is defined according to that of canonical DNA
polymerases.).

The Y-family DNA polymerases including DNA poly-
merase η are specialized in translesion DNA synthesis.

Although the Y-family DNA polymerases share little
sequence homology with the A-, B- and X-family DNA
polymerases, they also have a right-hand like overall archi-
tecture with the palm, finger, thumb domains and an addi-
tional C-terminal domain11. The C-terminal domain is called
little finger domain in accordance with an analogy to a right
hand because of its role in holding a DNA at the opposite
side of the thumb domain (Fig. 2a, discussed later).

In spite of the structural diversity, all DNA polymerases
crystallized so far have a similar active site structure. A

Figure 1 Structures of DNA polymerases (left, overall structures; right, active site structures). The palm, finger and thumb domains are shown
in different colors. Exo, exonuclease domain; N-terminal, N-terminal domain; Lyase, lyase domain. The template and primer strands are colored in
orange and yellow, respectively. Primer end, an incoming nucleotide and active site residues are shown as sticks. Water molecules are shown as red
spheres. Dashed lines indicate Mg2+ or Ca2+ coordination. (a) Taq DNA polymerase (A-family, PDB code 3KTQ)8. (b) RB69 DNA polymerase α
(B-family, PDB code 1IG9)9. (c) Human DNA polymerase β (X-family, PDB code 2FMS)10.
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complementary dNTP to the templating base is incorporated
and the phosphate group of dNTP binds to the structurally
conserved two carboxylates in the palm domain through
two divalent cations (Mg2+ or Ca2+), and the primer 3′ termi-
nus, dNTP and two divalent cations are aligned for the reac-
tion (Fig. 1). The structural and biochemical insights have
greatly contributed to the understanding of a mechanism for
the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction (Fig. 3). Based on the
mechanism, the 3′-OH at the primer end attacks the α phos-
phorus of an incoming dNTP. After that, a new phosphodi-
ester bond is formed between the 3′-OH and the α phos-
phorus, and the phosphodiester bond between the α- and
β-phosphates of dNTP is broken. This reaction has been
shown to require two Mg2+ ions (The binding sites are called
A- and B-site, respectively, Fig. 3) and is the SN2-type
involving a pentacovalent phosphate intermediate. In the
case of the other divalent cations, Mn2+, which adapts octa-
hedral geometry similar to Mg2+, also activates the reaction,
and Ca2+ inhibits the reaction because it prefers to have
more than six ligands with longer coordination distances.

The two-metal ion mechanism was proposed on the basis
of the pre-reaction structures of polymerase-substrate com-
plexes using substrate analogs (dideoxynucleotide at the
primer end or non-hydrolysable dNTP) or a divalent cation

such as Ca2+, and these analogs sometimes distort the active
site geometry for the reaction. Although there are reports
that addition of dNTPs in the crystals of DNA polymerase I
induces primer extension in crystallo12,13, the actual process
of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction has never been visual-
ized.

Structural feature of human DNA polymerase η

Human DNA polymerase η (Pol η), encoded by the Xero-
derma pigmentosum variant (XPV) gene (also known as
POLH), is a member of the Y-family DNA polymerases and
is involved in translesion synthesis through cyclobutane
pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) generated by ultraviolet light14.
Recent structural studies of Pol η revealed the structural
basis for the detailed consecutive steps during the transle-
sion synthesis through CPDs as well as cisplatin adduct15,16.
Overall structure of Pol η (catalytic domain, 1–432 amino
acids) in complex with normal DNA and dAMPNPP (a non-
hydrolysable dATP analog) is shown in Figure 2a. Like the
other Y-family DNA polymerases, Pol η consists of the
palm, finger, thumb and little finger domains. The thumb
and little finger domains interact with a double-stranded
DNA. The thumb domain contacts the backbone of the
primer strand, and the little finger domain interacts with the
major groove of DNA. The finger domain contacts the repli-
cating base pair and an incoming dAMPNPP. Similar to the
other Y-family DNA polymerases, the finger and thumb
domains of Pol η are smaller than those of replicative DNA
polymerases, that leads to a relatively open and solvent
exposed active site in the palm domain. In the active site,
two Mg2+ with ideal octahedral geometry are coordinated to

Figure 2 Structure of Pol η. (a) Overall structure of the ternary
complex of Pol η with normal DNA and dAMPNPP (PDB code
3MR2)15. The palm, finger, thumb and little finger domains are shown
in different colors. (b) Active site of Pol η.

Figure 3 Two-metal-ion mechanism for the nucleotidyl-transfer
reaction. “A” and “B” indicate the A- and B-metal binding site,
respectively.
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the 3′-OH of the primer terminus, three conserved carboxy-
lates (Asp13, Asp115 and Glu116) and the phosphate group
of dAMPNPP (Fig. 2b). The 3′-OH, which is 3.2 Å from the
α-phosphorus of dAMPNPP, poises for in-line nucleophilic
attack.

Visualization of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction 
by Pol η

Time-resolved protein crystallography is a powerful
method to directly observe structural changes during enzy-
matic reaction and understand how enzymes function at
atomic resolution17. In order to observe enzymatic reaction
by time-resolved protein crystallography, it is very impor-
tant to find out crystallization and reaction conditions which
are satisfied with the following points: 1) Obtain crystals of
an enzyme-substrate complex in which a substrate in the
active site is pre-aligned for reaction. 2) Control reaction
rate to follow whole reaction process in observable time
scale because enzymatic reaction is in general very fast. In
addition, conformational changes during reaction often cause
crystal decay, and enzymes with limited conformational
change are preferred. Therefore, in order to follow the
nucleotidyl-transfer reaction of DNA polymerase in crystallo,
we focused on the characteristic features of Pol η, which are
the slow reaction rate and limited conformational change
during the reaction. The catalytic rate of Pol η is at least
100-fold lower than those of replicative DNA poly-
merases18,19. Also, in contrast to the A-, B-, X-family DNA
polymerases whose finger domain undergoes a conforma-
tional change from an open to a closed state by binding of
dNTP, Pol η does not show any appreciable conformational
change induced by the dNTP binding20,21. In addition, the
Pol η crystal has diffraction quality (~1.5 Å resolution) high
enough to discuss detailed structural changes. Taking advan-
tage of these features of Pol η, we visualized the nucleotidyl-
transfer reaction by time-resolved protein crystallography
using the Pol η crystal.

First, we examined the pH dependency of the catalytic
rate of Pol η in solution. Pol η exhibits a bell-shaped pH-
dependence curve, and the catalytic rate of Pol η is quite
low at pH 6.0 and rises with increasing pH. Therefore, we
crystallized the Pol η–substrate complex (Pol η–DNA–
dATP) at pH 6.0 and in the presence of inhibitory Ca2+ in
order to prevent the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction. The struc-
ture of Pol η–DNA–dATP– Ca2+ equilibrated at pH 6.8 was
determined at 1.50 Å. As expected, there is no nucleotidyl-
transfer reaction. In the active site, a Ca2+ ion clearly occu-
pies at the B site while the A site has very low occupancy of
a metal ion (Fig. 4a). In the absence of the A site metal ion,
Glu116 has alternative conformations and the 3′-OH at the
primer end is 4.2 Å away from the α phosphorus of dATP.
Arg61, which has multiple conformations in the dAMPNPP
complex15,16, binds tightly to dATP with two hydrogen
bonds. The structure is termed the ground-state.

Figure 4 Structures and electron densities during the reaction. (a)
Active site in the ground-state. The 2Fo–Fc map contoured at 1.2σ is
shown as a cyan mesh. Ca2+ is shown as a green sphere. (b) Active site
in the refined 40-s structure. The 2Fo–Fc map contoured at 1.2σ is
shown as a cyan mesh. Mg2+ is shown as a purple sphere. (c) Electron
density around the new bond at each time point. The Fo(40–230 s)–Fc(40 s)

omit maps contoured at 4σ are overlaid on the 40-s structure. The
electron densities corresponding to the third Mg2+ are indicated by
orange circles. (d) Refined 230-s structure at 1.52 Å resolution. The
reactant state and product state are shown in blue and orange, respec-
tively. (e) Position of a transient water molecule. The Fo–Fc omit map
at 80 s (4σ) is shown as a mesh, and the electron density correspond-
ing to a transient water molecule is shown in red.
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Based on the bell-shaped pH-dependence curve in solu-
tion, we examined the catalytic rate in crystallo by changing
pH (6.5–7.2 in 0.1 or 0.2 increments) and the concentration
of Mg2+ (0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mM), and confirmed that the con-
dition at pH 6.8–7.0 with 1 mM Mg2+ is most suitable to
observe the nucleotidyl-transfer process in 300 s. The proce-
dure of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction in crystallo is as
follows. 1) Pre-incubate crystals at pH 6.8 or 7.0 in order to
change pH for the reaction. 2) Initiate the reaction by trans-
ferring crystals to a pH 6.8 or 7.0 reaction buffer containing
1 mM Mg2+. 3) Terminate the reaction by freezing at 77 K
after incubation at 293 K for 40 to 300 s (~40-s intervals). 4)
Solve the intermediate structures.

After 40 s, Mg2+ binds to the A site and concomitantly the
side chains of Glu116 and Asp13 rotate for the Mg2+ binding
(Fig. 4b). The 3′-OH also coordinates to the A-site Mg2+

ion, and is closer to the α phosphorus in 3.2 Å. This active
site structure is almost identical to that in the dAMPNPP
complex. The 3′-OH, dATP and two Mg2+ are aligned for
the reaction within 40 s, but a new bond formation has not
occurred yet because there is no positive peak between the
3′-OH and the α phosphorus. The electron density corre-
sponding to a new bond begins to appear at 80 s, and
increases over time (Fig. 4c). Intermediate structures obtained
between 80 to 300 s were refined as a mixture of the reactant
state and the product state (immediately before and after the
nucleotidyl-transfer) at different ratios. For example, the
230-s structure could be refined with 40% reactant state and
60% product state (Fig. 4d). Comparison of the reactant and
product state clearly shows the structural changes during
reaction. After the new bond formation, the sugar pucker at
the primer end changes from C2′-endo conformation to C3′-
endo conformation, and the α-phosphate of dATP moves
1.4 Å toward the primer end. Accompanied with the shift of
the α-phosphate, Arg61 flips toward the solvent and is
replaced by an arriving new metal ion (discussed later).

In the reaction process, two unexpected electron densities
are observed. The first emerges after 140 s and is close to
the α-phosphate of dATP at the opposite side of the A- and

B-metal binding sites (Fig. 4c, orange circles). The refined
230-s structure at 1.52 Å resolution indicates that this is a
Mg2+ ion because of its short coordination distances and the
octahedral geometry (Fig. 4d). This third Mg2+ (Mg2+

C) is
located at the space of the departed Arg61. Mg2+

C is coordi-
nated to the oxygen of the α-phosphate, the leaving oxygen,
and four water molecules, indicating that Mg2+

C neutralizes
the negative charge in the reaction intermediates. The second
emerging sphere appears after 80 s and is close to the 3′-OH
(Fig. 4e, a red mesh). This position is within hydrogen-
bonding distance with the 3′-OH, and is interpreted as a
water molecule. The density of this water molecule declines
drastically after 140 s when the product state becomes
prominent. This is because there is a steric hindrance
between the water and the C3′-endo conformation in the
product state. This water molecule appears immediately
before the new bond formation, and seems to be involved in
the deprotonation of the 3′-OH. Another candidate for the
deprotonation of the 3′-OH is Ser113, which is hydrogen-
bonded with the 3′-OH in the ground-state (Fig. 4a). How-
ever, our mutational study showed the S113A mutant retains
95% of the kcat value of the wild-type. Therefore we pro-
posed that two Mg2+ ions and the alignment of the 3′-OH
and the incoming dNTP promote the deprotonation of the
3′-OH, and the proton is transferred to the transient water
molecule.

Based on the structural insights obtained from the time-
resolved protein crystallography of Pol η, we can sketch a
detailed reaction pathway for metal-ion-dependent poly-
merase reaction (Fig. 5). First, after DNA and dNTP bind-
ing to the polymerase, Mg2+ binds to the A-site to align the
3′-OH and dATP for the reaction. A water molecule moves
in and binds to the 3′-OH, and the deprotonation of the 3′-
OH is activated by the metal ions and assisted by the water
and dNTP. After the nucleophilic attack by the nucleophile,
a new bond is formed between 3′-OH and the α-phosphorus
of dNTP during which the conformation of the primer end
converts from C2′-endo to C3′-endo. A third Mg2+ replaces
Arg61 to stabilize the reaction intermediates.

Figure 5 A new proposed mechanism for the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction.
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Concluding remarks

So far, the mechanism of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction
in DNA polymerase has been suggested on the basis of the
crystal structures of the catalytic intermediate mimics with
substrate analogs. This time, we have succeeded in visualiz-
ing the time course of the reaction in DNA polymerase in
real time and at atomic resolution, and new structural fea-
tures are revealed, including arrival of a water molecule to
assist deprotonation of the 3′-OH at the primer end and an
additional Mg2+ to stabilize the intermediate state. These
results show the importance of observing the actual reaction
process by time-resolved protein crystallography. However,
there remains the question whether the reaction pathway
proposed in our study is shared with the other DNA poly-
merases. Further studies on DNA polymerases using time-
resolved protein crystallography and molecular dynamics
will answer the question.
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